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DESCRIPTION

The rail system of the LumFix allows adjustable height for
multiple accessories. It eliminates primitive straps that can
damage the surfaces and restores the aesthetic appearance of a
decorative urban pole. Using standard hardware, this unique
versatile system has been design to install accessories quickly
and securely.
- 3000K (30K), 4000K (40K) .
- 1 LED module (16W) .
- 1300 lumens .
- Light distribution in type V .
- IP66.

ANCHOR BASE PLATE:

Bolt circle
Ø9" [229mm]

Access door

Anchor bolts : 3/4-10 × 15"
Recommended projection : 3" [76mm]
Ordering example: BFLF 12' 8LED07 16W 120V 40K L5S WB17
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BFLF Technical informations

HOUSING

Complete with an extruded decorative lid mechanically held to the structure without any visible screws, it contains the optical system. All cast aluminium
parts are made of A356 alloy, free of porosity and impurities. All the castings have a minimum wall thickness of 0.188"[4.75mm]. All extruded aluminium
parts are made of 6061-T6 alloy. All hardware is in stainless steel.

POLE

Ø6" [152mm] extruded aluminum tube. Pole c/w a 15.75" [400mm] × 4.75" [121mm] sealed cast aluminium access door
with anti theft screws and copper ground lug. The anchor base plate welded inside and outside the perimeter of the tube.
A two-piece injection molded aluminium base cover (optional) mechanically secured together and held captive by the
anchor base plate.

OPTICAL SYSTEM

The optical system consists of a frosted high impact resistant acrylic lens and high intensity white light emitting diodes
(LEDs) OR opalin high impact resistant acrylic lens and RGB light emitting diodes (LEDs). The optical system is hermetically
sealed to meet the international standard IP66 and protect it against lumen depreciation due to dust or insect inﬁltrations,
preserving an optimal light output over the years and eliminating periodic cleaning of the lens. System consumption: 16W.

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

Constant current driver, -40°C [-40°F] to 80°C [176°F], PF 0.99, 0-10v, 120 to 277v or 347 to 480v.

FINISH

Powder coating minimum thickness 100 microns, ASTM D2247 5000 hours salt spray test. All
metallic parts are pre-treated using an environmentally friendly organic phosphating
technology (PLAFORIZATION) before a polyester powder coating is electrostatically applied.
The ﬁnish is of 100 microns minimal thickness and meets the ASTM B117 regulation related
to salt spray and the ASTM D2247 regulation related to the resistance of the ﬁnishes exposed
to a 100% relative humidity. RAL and Custom colour matches available.

Extrusion
details

12'-0" [3.66m]

WB17
base cover

3/8-16 UNC
Carriage bolts
SS grade 304

5.875"
[149mm]

ø13.125"
[333mm]

Mounting
system

15'-0" [4.57m]

Aluminium pole
6" [152mm] O.D.
0.20" [5mm] wall
alloy 6061-T6
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BFLF

Options & Accessories

*HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
ATTACHMENT FOR
ACCESSORIES

BR*

Bike rack

BH*

Basket hanger

LRS*

Banner holder (single only)

14"
[356mm]

B1*

B2*

GFR-STD

GFR-ICA

Single bench

Duplex receptacle with
ground fault switch

Double bench

Duplex c/w locable painted
aluminum in-use cover

SH*

Street sign holder

48"
[1220mm]

Bench configuration
For B1 & B2 benches

GFR-ICP

Duplex c/w clear polycarbonate in-use cover

GFR-ICR

Duplex c/w retractable plastic
in-use cover
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